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The Four Hundred Year Bamboozle: 
  Edward de Vere’s Name, Title, & Star  

   in the Droeshout Portrait of ‘Shakespeare’ 

Hence it comes that all armed prophets have been victorious,  
and all unarmed prophets have been destroyed. 

                                       ––Niccolo Machiavelli,  
The Prince VI (1532) 

 
Preface 

 
For many generations, noted thinkers have doubted that a 
litigious burgher in the English Midlands authored works 
superscribed “Mr. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARES”. Ralph 
Waldo Emerson considered the story of the Bard’s Stratford 
origin “the first of all literary questions.” (Bacon 73). In the 
early twentieth century the diffident novelist Henry James 
wrote, “I am 'sort of'’ haunted by the conviction that the divine 
William is the biggest and most successful fraud ever practiced 
on a patient world.” He added, “It bristles with difficulties…” 
(James 432) The Shakespeare industry––foundations, the 
academy, tourist and publishing interests––emphatically 
declines to doubt the received biography. 
 
If James’s intuition is true, the Stratford Shakespeare legend 
amounts to clever fiction, early fraud, historical error evolving 
into a false cultural precept. Post facto disputes occur on the 
issue without resolution owing to divergent interpretations of 
what counts as evidence. Meanwhile the adversaries overlook 
the perfectly preserved historical data: the 1623 First Folio 
front matter, especially the title page’s engraving by Martin 
Droeshout, opposite Ben Jonson’s commentary about it. None 

of these features needed to be abstruse except by design.  
 
The impenetrable Droeshout imagery becomes clear if viewed from its historical and artistic 
context. The Droeshout 1) followed little known but much used Renaissance art principles, 
especially favored angles, geometric shapes, and the golden proportion, and 2) contrived number 
to name cues and optical illusions to directly identify Edward de Vere as the author.  
 
At one and the same time, by its location under the large author name, the oddly oversized 
“portrait” conveyed the impression, which is quite broadly accepted, of presenting the authentic 
'Shakespeare' physiognomy, a preconception strengthened by the similarity of the title-page 
name Shakespeare to the Stratford businessman’s: William Shakspere.  
 
Two idiosyncratically emphasized phrases within the front matter, “Sweet Swan of Auon!” and 
“thy Stratford Moniment”, also contributed to the conviction that the Shakespeare works were 

All Droeshout images are from the 
Yale University 1954 First Folio 
facsimile 
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written by Shakspere since he had resided much of his life in the trading town Stratford-upon-
Avon.  
 
The final printed page in the seventeen-page front matter lists “WIlliam [sic] Shakespeare” first 
among “the Principall Actors in all these Playes”, although that name never appeared in a cast 
record in Shakspere’s life, and five of “all these Playes” were not performed until after his death 
in 1616. The five plays’ first performances respectively: All’s Well That Ends Well, 1741; As You 
Like It, 1669; Coriolanus, 1669; Henry VI, part 2, 1680; and Troilus and Cressida, 1668. 
(Gilvary 159, 141, 324, 271, 317)  
 
The actor listings found in Jonson’s 1616 Workes and the First Folio remain unsupported.  
Their disingenuousness has a parallel in the title page “portrait”. By custom it is called a portrait 
but without displaying normal physiognomy, anatomy, and dress. My contention is that contrary 
to near universal custom it is a Jacobean riddle and like any riddle is comprised of answering 
clues, termed at that time ‘devices’. ‘Devices’ were symbols arranged to incorporate and 
communicate ‘instructions’. (Onions 73) 
 
Leslie Hotson quoted Stephen Skinner’s Latin definition of ‘device’ from Etymologicon (1671): 
“’Symbolum, Emblema’––some fine and ingenious Comment (Commentum), Invention, or Figure 
Hieroglyphic, attended by an acute thought, intent, or Saying.’” (Hotson 195) 
 
Whether the designer(s) intended these ‘instructions’ to be discovered by posterity is moot. At 
our distance eavesdropping upon the past, we can only guess their intentions. The inquiry is 
limited to determining empirically whether features on the First Folio title page singly and 
cumulatively alluded to a known historical figure, the nobleman Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of 
Oxford, for some time and in various ways associated with the Shakespeare works. Repeated 
corroborations would be required to overcome the charge of being an unsupported hypothesis. 
Such corroborations abound on the Droeshout in units of three. 
 
The inquiry’s methodology––in the main, simply measuring the image with drafting 
instruments––reveals regular geometric shapes being used as major identification devices. The 
ruler, protractor, golden proportion calipers, and compass served the designers to draft the 
geometry and accordingly now serve the viewer to understand it.  
 
In addition to thinly masked geometry, the title page contains typographic tricks, e.g., phrases 
contrived to produce meaningful character counts; strategic use of lettering and fonts; exact 
angles formed as connectors between lettering and pictorial cues; altered capitals used to convey 
naming devices; and grammatically unnecessary punctuation to signal the existence of a device.  
 
Further, the written language in the poem and text seems flourished considering that Jonson 
could be vivid and direct. To an extent, his embellished stylisms reflect contemporaneous literary 
forms such as anonymity, pseudonymity, allusion, ambiguity, irony, and indirection. (North 74-
5) They can be understood as literary mechanisms inevitable to the trade and time, given punitive 
pressures from above, the intimidating, censorious governmental system of the early English 
nation-state standing amid longstanding social class divisions. (North 3, 20, 274; Jardine ix)  
 
So the picture and front matter text baffle the viewer at first. Given the concealed geometry, we 
may infer the title page came about as the work of relatively few members of a hermetic group, 
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such as the School of the Night, adept at ancient wisdom including classical geometric 
symbolism, to protect their vison of higher truth from ruthless philistine power. 
 
Jonson had suffered under Cecilian power but later gained favor with prestigious members of the 
ruling class, the First Folio’s dedicatees William and Philip Herbert, to compose the collection’s 
introductory poem. (Miller 20) Subsequent scholarship has accepted Steevens’s eighteenth 
century proposal that Jonson wrote much of the remaining wording too, despite attributions to 
actors Heminge and Condell. (Steevens 663)  Proxy writing would be evidence of guile as an 
underlying instrumentality of the Herberts' front matter project. 
 
Other features support that impression. Jonson’s introductory verse, “To the Reader” (cf. 
http://www.wjray.net/shakespeare_papers/wells.htm  22) disparages instead of extols the 
Droeshout illustration. The figure is broached as human, but that is belied by the disproportionate 
head and optical illusions of animals worked into the anatomy. The bizarre countenance and 
doublet in place of naturalistic portraiture evoke an ancient Greek notion, the Idea-act (Wolin 8), 
whereby an ad hoc image or concept shocks the imagination. 
 
In the 1616 version of Every Man In His Humour Jonson had invoked shocking imagery. Edward 
Kno’well exhorted the gull Stephen to become something of a higher being, a ‘monster’ or 
miracle of Nature. The word derives from the Latin word monstrum, wonder or prodigy. 
 
In the first––1598––version, the admonition had been much more subdued: 
 
 “[L]et the idea of what you are be portrayed in your aspect, that men may read in your looks: "Here 
within this place is to be seen the most admirable, rare, and accomplished work of nature.” (Miola 99) 
 
But  the 1616 language in Jonson's Workes, written after Shakspere died in obscurity and soon 
pictorially reflected by the 1623 Droeshout, exhibits a sharper, more hyperbolic quality, 
heightening the 'monster' concept.  
 
“Let the idea of who you were be portrayed i’ your face, that men may read in your physnomy, 
‘here within this place is to be seen the true, rare, and accomplished monster, or miracle, of 
Nature, which is all one.’” (Hart 72). [italics added] 
 
Jonson’s later, more explicit praises seem to focus on contemporaneous descriptions of de Vere. 
First, ‘true’ in Latin is verus, linguistically close to ‘Vere’. Second, Chapman had praised de 
Vere as “rare and most absolute”. (Ogburn 401) Third, de Vere was known as an accomplished 
scholar, poet, and champion jouster. The original line’s tense shifted from present to past ('who 
you were'). Jonson’s confounding syntax contains a triad of attributes that describe a late, known 
figure of elevated quality, a poet associated with the “thrice three Muses”, whose characteristics 
sum to a complete or whole nature, all one. The name of the play’s aristocrat, Edward Kno’well, 
has tangential relevance, in that ‘Edward’ was de Vere’s proper name, Know/No/Nothing/zero/O 
are referential to Lord Oxford’s titular initial, and a “well” has the circular shape of a wedding 
ring, in Italian, la vera, again linguistically close to Vere. The ad hoc use of the comma/ 
apostrophe reminds us of the center element of de Vere's Latin moniker Edwardus Comes 
Oxoniensis. 
 
Jonson, fluent in Greek, Latin, and Italian, used the classical Greek triad format, or Rule of 
Three, which came from Aristotle’s introductory matter to ‘On the Heavens’, stating, “the triad is 

http://www.wjray.net/shakespeare_papers/wells.htm
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the number of the complete whole.” (Lease 69)  This pattern of three is also a consistent feature 
in the Droeshout devices alluding to Edward de Vere. 
 
Both the ‘monster’ passage and the title page’s image communicate uniqueness. But the eye 
recoils from the Droeshout, unable to digest its eerie look and conflicting signals. There 
historiography has left the matter, in effect dismissing a primary evidentiary source. 
 
The Droeshout's challenge to the eye is either turn the page and look not on it, as Jonson 
paradoxically advised, or study the image in accordance with basic logic. Specifically, reductio 
ad absurdum seems to apply right away. The anatomically absurd cannot be portraiture.  
 
To parry the gambit of absurdist 
portraiture indirectly claiming 
credence, and to test the Droeshout 
instead as a metaphoric naming 
system that prefixes the august 
publication of plays, here are four 
devices selected at random from the 
total of fifty: 
 

1. Note the famous non-
anatomical crease under the 
figure’s left jaw line.   

2. Starting from the chin area, 
trace its upward curving V-
shape. 

3. Follow the two lines of the 
V-shape to the (presumed) 
ear. 

4. Add its alphabetic “V” to the 
pictorial EAR to make a pre-
literate compound word V-
EAR or, to members of the 
Oxfordian persuasion, a 
reference to Lord Oxford, 
Edward de Vere.  (1550-
1604)  

5. Note however that the ear is an optical illusion. It is also a nose joined to the tilted skull 
whose forehead is highlighted along the figure’s upper cheek and temple. The eerie eye 
socket is a four/vier sided polygon scratched into the hair, with a white dot as the white of 
the side-peering eye.                                                    
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The measurements in the next (three-part) example are best appreciated using a full size 
facsimile or, if that is unavailable, the approximately 4/5th scale title page in the 1954 Yale 
University First Folio facsimile. (Shakespeare v) Schoenbaum’s life-size photo-impression of the 
British Library’s First Folio title page copy (C.39.k.15) shows least shrinkage, hence my reliance 
on it for accurate dimensions of the inch-based geometric shapes (Schoenbaum 259). A dozen 
other Folio originals agree to within a fraction on the inner point-to-point distances. The whole 
numbers two and four transmit the main identifying information. 
 
Part A 

1. Length of the ad hoc capitalized word LONDON, 2”. 
2. The next line, measured up to the closing period, 4”. 
3. ‘Two’ in French is deux and ‘four’ in German is vier. 
4.  Deux-vier is phonetically equivalent to the “de Vere” honorific and surname. 
5. In reduced-size editions, the lower line will still double the length of LONDON. The 

face’s length will double its width, as shown in Part C below. But the name device is lost. 
6. The designers probably never imagined smaller editions whose size could not reflect the 

metaphoric inch-related information. Full size 2” and 4” measurements in the original 
were essential in order to convert inch length to 2 and 4 foreign-language sounds deux 
and vier as phonetic equivalents to the de Vere surname and honorific. 

 
Part B 

1. There are two spear-points on the wire ruff or collar at our left, and four spear-points 
at our right. 

2. This illogical asymmetry is resolved by reference to the deux-vier=de Vere device. It 
is the second, not yet conclusive, example of the de Vere sound reference. There must 
be a third instance to proceed beyond coincidence and defeat the charge of random 
occurrence. 

3. In the Droeshout contrivances, without exception there are three variants of a given 
device. The Aristotelian Rule of Three, (Lease 69, Agrippa II:6) was expressed 
through the Latin proverbs omne bonum trium or omne trium perfectum, all good 
things come in threes or what comes in three is perfect. It represented the triune 
classical concept of full, complete, or perfect knowledge. In our discussion whose 
purpose is to exceed the level of reasonable doubt, three related sub-devices provide 
preponderant evidence for a pre-existing intent. 

 
Part C: 

1. Width of the head engraved on the title page, cheekbone to cheekbone: 2”. 
2. Vertical length of the engraved head: 4”. 
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This is the third of three related sub-devices, each alluding to numbers 2 and 4 in the respective 
French and German cardinal nomenclatures, whose combinations phonetically resemble “de 
Vere”. In two examples, the device reflects whole inch design, a design that does not correspond 
to known measuring standards of human physiognomy or portraiture. The third counts spears. 
 
Despite these drawbacks, the Droeshout image enjoys wide, at times reverential, toleration. To 
commemorate Shakspere’s death, the Folger Shakespeare Library sent copies of the First Folio to 
every state in the United States in 2016. The Droeshout engraving leads the tour’s promotional 
matter (http://www.folger.edu/first-folio-tour) as the iconic symbol of author, works, and 
narrative.  
 
The title page’s designers were just as astute in visual psychology. They seemed to see right at 
the advent of mass print that a picture catches the viewer’s eye and seals credibility words 
cannot. That the person inferred and the picture employed differed from a candid publication’s 
informative purposes cast a mixed message never dispelled from the First Folio front matter.  
 
The introductory demonstration vitiates the conviction that the Droeshout engraving depicts 
Shakspere of Stratford and it is the very image presented as confirming evidence. Instead, the 
Droeshout imagery elicits visual and verbal metaphors regarding someone else, 'de Vere' by 
name. The preliminary conclusion must be borne out without exception and contradiction to 
complete the argument. 
 
                                                                             I 
 
With its tiny trunk, pasted-on head, and bland countenance, no human being is portrayed by the 
Droeshout. Rather it is a medieval picture of Nobody staring from the First Folio's title-page. (cf. 
Calmann 60-104) Nevertheless it is customary to accept “This Figure, that thou here seest put,” 
as the Author’s likeness. The facing poem pre-emptively defies the custom.  Ben Jonson 
cryptically advised: “looke not on his Picture, but his Booke.”  
 
For centuries scholars have commented about the “Picture’s” anomalies, not comprehending its 
riddle nature. No scholar took the lead in a systematic investigation.  Physically dubious, 
culturally the image has taken on the reputation of a religious relic not to be transgressed. It 
smacks more of gauche humor than representational depiction. Clarifying the anomalies calls for 
evaluating how the questionable Droeshout eschewed serious study from the start; then 
surveying academic beliefs in its authenticity; and finally analyzing in detail what the designers 
constructed and why. 
 
                                                       i    The Enchanting Tale 
 
Why has the Shakespeare portrait not been studied, the first function of iconography? There are 
three plausible reasons, the first of which is the enchanting Stratford success story. It 
overshadows the picture in emotional influence, which strikes the eye as an insulting oaf at the 
beginning of the huge imposing book. The Stratford story, the rise from obscurity of an 
incomparable genius who became the exemplar of his people, is a jewel of British tradition 
conveyed to the world as an object lesson in the infinite potentiality of the human soul.  
 

http://www.folger.edu/first-folio-tour
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The Droeshout serves the heroic theme in one sense: introducing the notion that the great 
“Shakespeare” who wrote like no other correspondingly looked like no other, a mind and 
countenance unparalleled in history. 
 
But there is a parallel to the Stratford phenomenology, in developmental psychology. The young 
child’s fantasy of triumph in his family’s power dynamic has found its way into world 
mythology, personified in the fable of the displaced but ultimately victorious royal prince. Freud 
traced what he called the ‘family romance’s’ psychic appeal directly to the child’s imaginative 
dreams about secret high birth.  (Freud 235-42).  The compensatory metaphor of high birth lulls 
the imagination with its measured pace and dream-like inevitability, effortlessly conquering 
factual detail which was after all a modality beyond the concerns of the dreamer: 
 

Once upon a time, how long ago does not matter, the infant prince was spirited from the 
castle after nightfall into the land’s far forest. There a shepherd and his wife rescued and 
adopted him. The years passed in untrammeled happiness. But time came that he 
embraced and took leave of his humble protectors. He traveled the high-roads of the 
country’s vastness, crossed storm-swept moors, arriving at last at the Capital City. Lordly 
destiny had awaited him. He passed through tumultuous throngs that crowded the streets. 
He ascended to the castle’s high ramparts, warmly acknowledging their allegiance: the 
leader, conscience, and exemplar of his race. 
 

The Stratford success story in its mix of the miraculous, the humble, and the inwardly royal no 
doubt has resonated to listeners of the narrative. Based on social trust and educational 
promptings over time, it reached the level of an unquestioned cultural precept.  
 
The narrative like the prince’s fable, or the Cinderella counterpart, dispenses with factual 
matters. The narrative omits the necessary, what might well be inspiring, stages of a literary life 
that overcame all obstacles in the destined vocation of national Bard: written records early and 
late; preserved literary associations; letters and fragments; anecdotal accounts of arduous 
apprenticeship; and most telling, defining incidents of one of history’s indomitable artistic 
heroes. But all leaves of the literary chapter are missing from the biography of Shakspere. 
(Dutton 5, Price 241-6)   
 
A related blank is the hero’s education. The narrative presumes that Shakspere overcame his 
Warwickshire accent, an illiterate household, and many other limitations without aid, sponsor, 
mentor, patron, or verifiable higher study. Unlike comparably low-born Jonson,  superhuman 
talents alone sufficed to achieve the Renaissance Man level of knowledge shown in the plays.  
 
The account’s hero was likewise immune to Power. This feature takes on legendary magnitude: 
the majestic, famed, 'Soule of the Age' in a repressive State. Apparently he offended no betters, 
suffered no humiliation, to borrow Whitman’s language, from aristocratic England’s “towering 
spirit of ruthless and gigantic caste”. Instead the author mocked and satirized the mighty while 
venerating their feudal, chivalric values like a knowing peer. By comparison, contemporary 
commoner playwrights endured penury, imprisonment, torture, and mutilation as punitive 
applications of “the law of seditious libel.” (Mullan 150-1)  In sum, the charm of the story, 
couched in a shadowed but glorious past too remote for modern investigation, too dear for 
criticism, diverts or discourages rational analysis.  
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ii   Powers of Art 
 
The second plausible reason why the Droeshout escaped scrutiny despite its oddities is the under-
estimated force of the engraving. Usually condemned as inartistic, in addition to using 
identifying devices as sampled above, the Droeshout demonstrates ingenious optical tricks and 
golden mean proportions to psychologically affect perception. Understanding this level of artistic 
craft requires a discussion of the ‘golden proportion’ technique during the Italian and Northern 
Renaissances. 
 
The human eye picks up the golden proportion in autonomic ‘horizonal cognition’ or field of 
vision, since so much of Nature contains spatial ratios following the golden proportion, including 
the human face and frame. The intuition has survival content. If all is in harmonious proportion, 
there is no alarm. The sense of the golden proportion is considered inherent or normative to the 
species. (http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/12/091221073723.htm)  
 

 
 
Its principle is that a divided line’s two segments which have the same ratio of larger to smaller 
as the full line has to the larger segment is in golden proportion. The ratio was Egyptian in 
known origin, later became a tenet of Pythagorean theory, and through that, Greek architecture. 
The golden proportion technique spread in Western art after Luca Pacioli and Leonardo Da Vinci 
published De Divina Proportione in 1509. The mathematical formula represents the constant 
1:1.618 ratio, shown in the growth of natural phenomena and better known currently by the 
Fibonnaci sequence. 
 
Like other artistic practitioners of the Renaissance era, the Droeshout designers trusted and 
employed the ‘Divine Proportion’, the ‘golden proportion’ as divinely implanted into Nature, 
therefore religiously sanctioned and mystically true. The formula became part of the craft, 
resulting in the use of pleasing ratios to construct liturgical and commemorative work. Since a 
constant was involved, a set of calipers became the tool for quick measurement. 
 
The designers were familiar with sister instrumentalities such as Euclidean geometrics, angular 
symbolism, classical numerology, and mythological references, all of which consistently 
appeared in Renaissance art.  
 
For example, Jan Gossaert (1478-1532) was among the first painters from a Northern European 
culture to study in Italy at the peak of the Italian Renaissance. Meaningful angles and the golden 
proportion shown in his art reappeared later in the Northern Renaissance, significantly including 
the Droeshout portrait.  
  

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/12/091221073723.htm
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Gossaert did not originate the techniques. They became guild knowledge. Gossaert’s St. Luke 
Painting the Virgin and Child shows the painting was conceived in just such length and width 
proportions so as to achieve crossed lines measuring 50° angles from lower to opposite upper 
corners. The same length-width correspondences occur in the Droeshout. 
 
In the painting above, the 50° crossing feature is evident by inspection, using a protractor and 
straightedge. Aligned along the right-corner’s 50° angled line are the stylus in the artist’s hand 
and the head of the cherub holding the Virgin’s crown, linearly unifying their separate gestures 
of worship. From the left side of the frame the 50° crossing line joins the Christian deities’ shrine 
to that of Moses and the tablets of the Decalogue, symbolically uniting Old and New Testaments. 
The horizontal plane of the Mary and Child visages is precisely on the upper lateral golden 
proportion line. Slightly below and along the left vertical golden proportion line, which 
delineates the central pillar edge, is the circular bas relief of a Roman Emperor, representing the 
lower majesty of temporal power.  
 
The painting seems carefully designed geometrically with 50° angles and golden proportion lines 
as the armature by which to harmonize the themes and symbols. The “50°s” will be explained 
below.  
 
But in the Gossaert there is an additional angular device similar to the Droeshout’s devices: the 
hidden placement of two, in this case, 60° lines measured from two similar markers: the small 
triangles next to the brown circles along the lower margin. These round markers and triangles 
basing the crossed 60° angles symbolized the Circle and the Polygon motif, the Sacred 
represented by the circular stone (the Deity) versus the earthly triangle (the profane). Earth’s 
material triangle can never reach the godly circle’s fullness and harmony of line.  
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The Circle and Polygon motif affected Peter Street's craftsmen's work on both the Globe and 
Henslowe's new Fortune Theaters, in that the Globe's circumference (220 ') matched the 
perimeter of the Fortune, an example of physically squaring the circle as Elizabethan drama  
symbolically sought the same––to draw the round Unity of the spiritual down to angular earth 
through art. (Dawkins 313) 
 
St. Luke’s sandals form a “T”, educing the Greek letter Tau, a character having three points and 
the number value of 300, ‘Three’ being associated with higher or complete knowledge. (Ross 
359) The sandals point to the base of the painting’s right side 60° line which extends from 
mundane earth past the “fruit of Thy womb Jesus” and aligns the Virgin’s and Child’s visages. 
The device subconsciously hints to the intrinsic earth-heaven connection. Other 60° angles point 
to the Virgin’s attending cherubs. 
 
Starting from the opposite triangle, to our left, the crossing 60° line passes St. Luke’s worshipful 
countenance to the angel-Muse faithfully inspiring his work. The 60° angles, unified in a twin 
liturgical, artistic purpose, were naturally harmonious mid-points between 30- and 90°s.  
 
The 30-60-90° demarcations, a triad of complementary angles, became structural elements in the 
paintings of Titian, Vermeer, Rembrandt, and a number of others during the Renaissance, as well 
as in the Droeshout. The 30° angle locates a critical set of devices in the Droeshout’s facial 
construction, to be discussed later. 
 
Surveying Renaissance artistic techniques requires more than a few paragraphs. The point to bear 
in mind is that the Droeshout was very much in the context and the continuity of the Renaissance 
during the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries. In terms of artistic effect, the figure’s 
arresting eyes, since set near the golden proportion intersections of the frame’s length and width, 
still have magnetic impact upon the mind despite the faux-human image. 
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iii   The Golden Age of the Past 

 
Third, there is a societal bias which has buffered the Droeshout from criticism, a cultural 
nostalgia which evolved from the legacy strategy of Elizabeth I’s First Secretary William Cecil, 
Lord Burghley––namely, the planned-for glorification of the Elizabethan era, emblemized in 
Spenser’s phrase, ‘Gloriana’.  
 
The Elizabethan era is still broadly believed to be the heroic pinnacle or ‘golden age’ of early 
modern English history. The Shakespeare oeuvre can be considered the literary expression of just 
such a consciously created heroic paradigm. Toward that objective, the Shakespearean histories 
resemble Virgil’s Aeneid, in that they mythologize an historical past for the reigning dynasty. 
Each epic established its nation’s foundational narrative.  
 
Elizabeth’s celebrated lineage, her intricately planned pageantry and progresses, her portraits 
perpetuating the mystique of a semi-divine Virgin Queen, the exalted voyages and wars wrought 
by her subjects––all fit a mythic model of the Tudor reign. More classically critical descriptions 
of political events as done by historians Thucydides and Tacitus had no place under the Cecils.  
 
J.E. Neale remarked skeptically about what he called this “strange deceptive idiom of sixteenth-
century history” (Neale xvii) in his 1934 biography of Elizabeth I. In substantial agreement, 
Curtis C. Breight asserted that current studies of early modern English history practice what 
Christopher Haigh termed “reverential historiography” (Breight 3), worshipping more than 
evaluating Elizabeth’s reign. A less hagiographic account of the era would mention official intent 
to produce a factually edited legacy, arranged––as the Elizabethan historian William Camden put 
it––by “those who think memory of succeeding ages may be extinguished by present power” 
(Kay 70, Jardine xi). Eric Blair, under the pseudonym George Orwell, summarized power’s 
historical relativism with the epigram: “Those who control the present, control the past and those 
who control the past control the future.” 
 
There are ample indications of censored––i.e., controlled––records, public and private, which the 
Cecils reviewed and culled so as to project the most favorable impression of the governments 
they led (Warren 61-2, Patterson 137). The First Folio’s tactic, to align the Shakespearean works 
to a commoner origin, conforms to this decorous status quo approach, keeping to the official 
intent of a flawless, legendary, heroic past. The patchy profile in place of an expected Author-
like biography, the humbly immaculate miracle of a country colossus wreaking a new time 
consciousness, came to project the greatness and legitimacy of the Tudor and Stuart monarchies, 
each of them a dangerously unstable government.  
 
Significant evidence was designed into the First Folio title page that outwitted and transcended 
the Cecils’ paradigm. But in the tone of the following quotations we observe that traditional 
Shakespeare scholarship simply assumes the validity of the official version of history. 
 
                                    

II       Academic Defenses of the Droeshout 
 
Inheriting the view framed by the Cecils’ mystique of neoclassical glory, which eventually 
included a story with mythic overtones regarding the rise of a commoner Shakespeare, the 
Academy is in the hampered position of having to scapegoat two elderly actors, Heminge and 
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Condell, for clumsily choosing the Droeshout for the First Folio. Academia’s continuing search 
for an “Ur-Shakespeare” portrait by which to mitigate the Droeshout embarrassment has not 
reached a satisfactory conclusion. Accordingly, academic discussions about it suffer from 
uncertainty and speculation.  
 
Stanley Wells, Honorary President of the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, when asked about the 
Droeshout’s authenticity, countered that Jonson said it was real, and it remains an icon:  
 

‘It's an iconic image. I'm not surprised it's endured. The only two images with any strong 
claims of authenticity are the Droeshout and the bust in the church in Stratford. 
Droeshout's has become iconic because it was approved by Ben Jonson. There are lines 
[in the First Folio introductory poem] praising the engraving for capturing the likeness, 
and we have no evidence that his friends and family disapproved of it.’  

 (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/7936629.stm) 
 
Or approved or even heard of it. To Wells, the lack of documentary support, pro or con, where 
such evidence usually exists in family testimony or literary comment, constitutes a barricade 
protecting Academia's tenuous endorsement. To the contrary, there is no provenance establishing 
the Droeshout as authentic portraiture, or portraiture at all, nor any warrant to rely on Jonson’s 
ambiguities as corroboration. Wells’s belief that the portrait is definitive oversteps scholarly 
caution and places trust in the Jacobean playwright well known for irony, allegory, and 
indirection, stylisms displayed in the front matter.  

Quoting the same article: 

Stuart Hampton-Reeves, of the British Shakespeare Association, says, ‘Droeshout's is 
still the only reliable image we have, and it will take a long time for the new [Cobbe] 
painting to undermine it. This was an image that would have been recognized to his 
friends, family and contemporaries. We are as confident as you ever can be that it's 
accurate, without the people here to validate it. The First Folio sold for a pound a copy, 
which in 1623 made it a high-value object. So I would imagine that they saw the Folio as 
a high-quality publication, and by putting his face prominently on the cover was them 
announcing who Shakespeare was to the general public.’  

This is conjecture. “Still the only reliable”, “would have been recognized”, “as confident as you 
ever can be”, and “I would imagine” are equivocal not evidentiary expressions. 

A.L.Rowse wrote: “We all know quite well what Shakespeare looked like from the one authentic 
portrait of him, the engraved frontispiece to the First Folio.” (Rowse 6)  There are never grounds 
for circular reasoning. He miscited the title page image as a ‘frontispiece’. That term applies to a 
full-page picture facing the title page. He did not note the image was huge in comparison to 
contemporary authors’ portraits, the head longer than the torso, defying physical proportion, with 
no neck to support it. 
 
Park Honan indulged: "If the portrait lacks the 'sparkle' of a witty poet, it suggests the 
inwardness of a writer of great intelligence, an independent man who is not insensitive to the 
pain of others." (Honan 324) 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/7936629.stm
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Julianna Bark suggested that Wells’s 2009 endorsement of the Cobbe Portrait as the ‘authentic’ 
Shakespeare may stem from his wish to be associated posthumously with a more presentable 
Shakespeare portrait. (Bark 219, 226)  

“Stanley Wells has used the supposed artistic shortcomings of the two likenesses [Stratford bust 
and Droeshout] to advance his case for the Cobbe Portrait: ‘Up to now only two images have 
been accepted as genuine likenesses of Shakespeare. Both are dull. [The Cobbe] is a very fine 
painting.’” (Bark quoting Wells’s “Lifetime Portrait”)  

The error here is historiographic. Wells’s search for a lifetime portrait presupposes Shakespeare 
was a living subject, a writer historically bearing that name who had the motive, means, and 
opportunity to sit for his commemorative portrait. This is a set of suppositions no detail of which 
has been determined on a documentary basis (Price xiii-xiv).  

Critic Tarnya Cooper, while loyal, qualified her language: "It is the only portrait that definitely 
provides us with a reasonable idea of Shakespeare's appearance" 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/7936629.stm). [italics added] 
 
She also apologized about its quality: "The art of printmaking in England was underdeveloped 
and there were relatively few skilled engravers. Yet even by the less exacting standards observed 
in England, the Droeshout engraving is poorly proportioned" (Cooper 48).  
 

Samuel Schoenbaum observed in more detail: “In the Shakespeare engraving a huge head, placed 
against a starched ruff, surmounts an absurdly small tunic with oversized shoulder-wings... Light 
comes from several directions simultaneously: it falls on the bulbous protuberance of forehead––

that ‘horrible hydrocephalous development’, as it has been 
called––creates an odd crescent under the right [sic] eye and 
(in the second state) illuminates the edge of the hair on the 
right [sic] side.” (Schoenbaum 258)  
 
His endorsement had a defensive twist: “Still the folio 
editors, who knew Shakespeare well, did not reject the 
likeness, and Jonson was able to bring himself to supply a 
few perfunctory lines of commendation, printed on the 
adjoining flyleaf” (Schoenbaum 258).  
 
That “the folio editors…knew Shakespeare well” and “did 
not reject the likeness” are unsupported speculations. That 
the Jonson poem were commendatory seems doubtful given 
its parting instruction to ignore the image. 
 
Schoenbaum devoted this one paragraph to the Droeshout in 
1975, but he later wrote a full page in his essay “Artists’ 
Images of Shakespeare”. The resigned tone remained: “Still, 

like Everest, it is there…” He went on to admit an image more pleasing to him, the Flower 
portrait, as a ‘phony’, the portrait of whom and for which he could provide no provenance. 
(Schoenbaum 35).  
 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/7936629.stm
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His dispatch of the Droeshout, which it is no exaggeration to call the narrative’s prime piece of 
iconographic evidence, illustrates the failure of Shakespeare scholarship to seek metaphoric cues 
by which the image’s visual anomalies might suddenly become revolutionary knowledge. To 
take up his analogy, that like Mount Everest the Droeshout is “there”, it is there out of serious 
considered intent.  
 
George Steevens did not equivocate his view in the 1793 edition of the plays, evaluating a dozen 
putative portraits of Shakespeare: “No two of these portraits are alike nor does any of them bear 
the slightest resemblance to its wretched original.” (Steevens fn5, 30) 
 
Edmond Malone called it “a miserable drawing.” (Malone 209) 
 
The great English portraitist and landscapist Gainsborough stated heatedly: “Damn the original 
picture, I think a stupider face I never beheld. It is impossible that such a mind and such a rare 
talent should shine with such a face and such a pair of eyes.” (Ogburn 222). 
 
W.W. Greg was laconic: “It is not pleasing and has little technical merit.” (Greg 451)  
 
The barrister Sir George Greenwood wrote, “… [I]t looks at one with a peculiar expression of 
sheepish oafishness which is irresistibly comic.” (Greenwood 65-6) 
 
Arthur Benson referred to “the bilious, dilapidated, dyspeptic white face of the folio engraving, 
and the horrible hydrocephalus development of skull. That is a caricature only.” (Schoenbaum 
258, Benson 78) 
 
Northrop Frye wrote that the rendering made “Shakespeare look like an idiot.” (Frye 43)  
 
J. Dover Wilson quoted J.C. Squire’s description, ‘the pudding-faced effigy of Droeshout,’ 
which Wilson lamented stands “between us and the true Shakespeare.” He judged it “so 
obviously false” to “the greatest poet of all time that the world turns…in disgust and thinks it is 
turning from Shakespeare himself.” (Ogburn 222) 
 
Leah S. Marcus made a lengthy effort to bring sense to the portrait but in the end wrote, “… 
[T]he title page refuses to yield a clear message about the author.” (Marcus 22)  
  
She sensed the mixed nature of the title-page’s design with her sentence: “But the phrase ‘True 
Originall Copies’ is troublesome.” (Marcus 19)  
 

 
 
Indeed, the above 42-character line that troubled her, in which the ‘T’ in ‘True’ is the 24th 
character, and ‘True’ is the English equivalent for Latin’s Verus, phonetically resembling 
‘Vere’–– indicates to our present knowledge evidence of intent. The Verus-Vere parallel and the 
specific number-choices transform the otherwise glaringly redundant announcement into a name-
identification device and make it a minor but significant clue toward the surname de Vere. The 
character-total, 42, signals ‘vier-deux’. Conversely making the word ‘True’ begin at the 24th 
character signals 2-4, ‘deux-vier’. The two number-sets, 2-4 and 4-2, are respective foreign-
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language-to-phonetic-value allusions to ‘de Vere’. The unnecessary period acts as the end-point 
of the subtextual cue. 
 
That the word “True’ is capitalized constitutes an additional clue. The reasoning behind this 
capitalization becomes apparent after seeing that ‘True’ is an indirect reference to the name Vere 
via its Latin proxy, ‘Verus’. Names are capitalized.  
 
Julianna Bark in her 2011 essay hinted at a seminal fact about how successive generations 
viewed “Shakespeare’s face”. They adjusted their imagined Shakespeare to suit topical ideals 
(Bark 227). Each generation sought its own image of the seer and pilloried Droeshout’s artistic 
failure to portray it. 
 
Scapegoating will not do. Droeshout was the employee, not the culprit. The vertiginous gap 
between anyone’s wished-for naturalistic representation and the actual published Droeshout 
‘portrait’ is easily spanned. As described below, the image was intended not as portraiture but as 
an expedient screen. It served a purpose of identification behind and beyond the diverting guise 
of the repellent caricature. 
 
                                            

III   Secrets of the Droeshout 
 
Why repellent––simply because given its concurrent but higher purpose the portrait could not 
reflect the physiognomy of the species. We would not recognize such a creature on the street as 
another human being. The width-to-length ratio of the human face, following golden proportion 
ratios, is just over 5:8. (http://www.intmath.com/numbers/math-of-beauty.php) 
 

 
 
But by design the Droeshout head’s width-to-length ratio measures 1:2, i.e., exactly 2” wide and 
4” long. The method behind the madness is already in evidence, the 2-4 foreign-language word 
play alluding to deux-vier, in turn phonetically cuing the name de Vere. It may be argued that the 
artist’s viewing angle distorts the face’s ‘real’ width, but on the contrary, the engraving is not 
naturalistic representation but purposed artifice with dimensions to suit the scheme. 
 
As another indication of artifice, Renaissance artists knew since De Divina Proportione that the 
length of the human head and the chin-to-mid-chest distance are equal. (cf 
http://www.realcolorwheel.com/human.htm) A quarter-head measure is added in portraiture for 
the neck and supporting musculature. However, the Droeshout head is double the chin-to-mid-

http://www.intmath.com/numbers/math-of-beauty.php
http://www.realcolorwheel.com/human.htm
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chest measurement, betraying human proportions. “Shakespeare”, the ‘divine William’, has no 
neck. There is an explanation for the lack, derived from the field of medieval heraldry.  
 
Badges of honor were placed on the neck. (Guillim Ch. II, 7) In this instance, the insinuated 
author, Stratford’s Shakspere, had no neck in the portrait, therefore no heraldic honor. The 
evisceration seems to illustrate Jonson’s condemnation in “On Poet-Ape”, dated 1616, the year 
Shakspere died: “From brokage [he] is become so bold a thief/ As we the robb’d, leave rage, and 
pity it.” It is further confirmed by derogatory optical illusions over and above the absent neck. 
 
The ulterior motive continues with the asymmetric doublet. By design the unseen back left panel 
becomes the front right panel, blatantly hinting to the sinistra’s double-crossing pattern. The 
twisted Harlequin look had been identified in a 1911 “The Gentleman’s Tailor” article and re-
examined in Brief Chronicles II 2009, by the late John Rollett. A satisfactory explanation eluded 
both authors. The “crossed” doublet illustrates the device’s Janus-like “double(t)-cross”. 
 
Such anomalies vanish when we turn to the late medieval iconographic context and to 
Renaissance craft techniques as keys opening the engraving’s structure and meaning. 
 
In the course of discussing these forms of evidence, I will reiterate what may be novel cues in 
order to point out the connected features of a previously unrecognized schematic system. 
Denying or diminishing such discovered symbolism on grounds of previous unfamiliarity simply 
forecloses new inquiry. At that point in current discourse, analysis ceases and orthodoxy begins. 
The corrective to entrenched notions of knowledge is assembled verified fact.  
 
                                IV   Five Renaissance Techniques in the Droeshout 
 
Renaissance artists used at least five techniques to affect the viewer’s eye and thought. The 
Droeshout’s techniques were identical: (1) the golden proportion, Nature’s mathematical ratio 
inherent to organic matter, (2) the circle, (3) the propitious 50° angle, (4) the 30° angle to 
connote privileged knowledge, and (5) the pentagram or five-pointed star.  

 
(1)  Golden Proportion   

 
Of course artisans, architects, and cathedral masons calculated the golden proportion long before 
1509, but it remained unwritten guild knowledge until Pacioli’s treatise explained the ratio, e.g., 
the 1:1.618 proportion inherent to human anatomy and all else in organic nature. Da Vinci had 
drawn the illustrations, including the encircled Vitruvian Man. The several painting masters 
discussed below incorporated the ratio to achieve psychologically sympathetic effect as well as 
structural harmony. These usages led to what we now call representational art, since the eye 
intuits the same ratios used in the art form.  
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In revealing golden proportion lines on the illustrations, simply 
explained, their demarcation points will lie 61.8% of the distance along 
a given line’s length. Very probably the artists chalked the paintings to 
pre-map the image geometrically in accordance with that standard.  
 

The technique’s theological import was that since the golden proportion is intrinsic to Creation, 
and God created heaven and earth, God is the First Geometer.  Consequently, Art replicated the 
glory of God, a logic celebrated by Alberti’s resurrection of the Protagorean dictum: ‘man is the 
mode and measure of all things’ in On Painting (1435). The art historian David Rostand added: 
“Even as it so clearly articulates the basic axioms of Renaissance picture making, [Titian’s St. 
Roch] reminds us that in the context of religious imagery the laws of art were in the service of 
God.” (Rostand 37) 
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The golden proportion began to define Renaissance art in the fifteenth century as shown in Van 
Eyck’s rigorous realism.  
 
 (Man With a Turban, 1433) The golden proportion’s horizontal and vertical lines intersect into a 
rectangle which  concentrates the eye’s attention upon Van Eyck’s eye and nose area, giving his 
direct gaze immense power.   
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(De Schilderkunst, literally The Painter’s Art, ca 1670). Vermeer’s masterpiece shows the 
rectangular grid determined by the golden proportion vertical-to-horizontal divisions, setting the 
crux of the painting’s message precisely within the rectangle that brackets the Muse of History 
Clio’s mute prophecy about the future Age of Discovery. She looks down upon a map of the 
New World, extending her blessing upon the coming era. The painting’s pre-determined length 
and width resulted in a 50° corner to corner angle, indicating divine presence or assistance, a 
theme to be amplified in the next section. Here we note that Five in classical lore was considered 
the royal and godly integer. Its multiplier ten, to get to the usable angle of fifty, was also 
considered perfect or divine, since equaling the sum of the first four numbers: 1+2+3+4=10. 
(Fowler 185-6) 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The Droeshout includes the same vertical and horizontal golden 
proportions’ demarcations which we have seen in the Gossaert, in 
Van Eyck’s Man With a Turban, in Vermeer’s The Painter’s Art, 
and will see in the Rembrandt Risen Christ below. Like the 
Gossaert and Rembrandt, the Droeshout has a corner to corner 50° 
angle. The two techniques mutually compel our sight to the 
important information within the Droeshout’s rectangle of golden 
proportion intersections. It also uses the circle, frequently employed 
as a halo effect in religious art, but here specifically as part of the de 
Vere identification scheme, to construct four circles or O’s 
communicating vier/Vere-(O)xford, a device to be discussed below. 
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Like the Risen Christ, the Droeshout circle defines and emphasizes the subject’s head. The 
circle is especially magnetic in Renaissance art, emanating regularity, perfection, and heavenly 
completeness. Buddha statues embody the same technique, projecting the aesthetic fullness of 
spirituality. The harmony inherent to the circle, to the golden proportion, and to the meaningful 
angling techniques, interpenetrates with the eye’s subconscious sense of proportion.  
 
(2) Circle & Golden Proportion 
 
Rembrandt’s Risen Christ at 
Emmaus (1628), contemporaneous 
with the Droeshout, stuns the eye 
because of the small perfect circle 
surrounding the Christ’s head, 
centered at the ear, and the nimbus 
of light burgeoning behind. In 
addition, the head touches just 
under the upper horizontal golden 
proportion line. Midway between 
the two figures, a phantom golden 
proportion-formed cross floats, 
symbolizing the mystical Christian 
cross. The traveler is at the closed 
and the Christ the open end of their 
triangles. It is a Cross formation 
comprising 1) the upper horizontal 
golden proportion line that crosses 2) the right vertical golden proportion line near the walls’ 
nexus.  

 
Like the Rembrandt Risen Christ, Da Vinci’s 
Mona Lisa shows the subject’s head defined by 
a circle, conveying the illusion of completeness 
and serenity. The curve of Mona Lisa’s smile, 
traditionally explained as reflecting her enigmatic 
inner being, follows a subsidiary circle centered 
at her Third Eye just above her brow-line. Today 
we barely know about the extent of Da Vinci’s 
anatomical and religious knowledge, that he 
could and did invest such spiritual knowledge 
into his works. 
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As in the Van Eyck self-portrait, the Mona Lisa’s and the Droeshout’s faces are located within 
the two vertical golden proportion divisions. The halo-like 4” circle circumscribes the long 
Droeshout skull, including the outrageous hair. We examine the purpose of the specific 50° angle 
in the Droeshout, Rembrandt’s Risen Christ, and Vermeer’s The Painter’s Art, in the 
following section. 

 
(3) 50° Angle 
 
The 50° “crossing” corner-to-corner angle 
appears to be an unrecognized leitmotiv of  
pictorial structure in Renaissance studies. 
Judging from its context here and elsewhere, the 
50° angle is specifically associated with the 
themes of Godly grace, presence, visitation, or 
benefaction which bless the subject in the given 
painting. Perhaps to the artists, receiving 
knowledge master to apprentice, there was no 
reason to explicitly explain the angular 
formations. Rather, the implicit effect of awe and 
eminent higher power formed the artist's 
communication to the viewer's eye and mind. 
On Rembrandt’s Risen Christ Ch for example the 
50° demarcation marks off the entire upper right 
sector, identifying the visitation of Christ as the 
significant theme. Supernal light emanates from 

that quadrant, virtually all of it above the 50° line. For background in the classical numerology 
behind revering 50°, Five centered the continuum of Numbers One to Nine. In royal processions, 
the monarch stood fifth within a group of nine nobles marching abreast (Fowler 20-21, 148-51). 
Five derived meaning earlier from Egyptian and Greek Creation lore. According to Plutarch, the 
Pythagorean Triangle, made up of 32 and 42 to produce 52, numerically symbolized Osiris (3), 
Isis (22 or 4), and Horus (5). Thus, in Egyptian myth, Horus (5), Creation, the progeny of gods on 
earth, represented the All, in Greek, Kosmos, or the perfect self-perpetuating order and beauty of 
Existence. (King: Plutarch’s Ch. LVI, Heath 373) 
 
From these classical influences, “Five”, i.e., Horus/Creation, the Child of the highest Royal 
Marriage, appears to have influenced Renaissance art’s use of the 50° diagonal stroke. Moreover, 
‘Cross’ and ‘crossing-angle’ shared a root and eventual holy symbolism. The 50° angle  
frequently transected the subject’s wrists in Renaissance art to portray the crucified Christ 
mystically accompanying the faithful.  
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In Rembrandt’s Matthew and the Angel, note that the 50° angle crosses both Matthew’s wrist and 
the clairvoyant lips of the angel. The 50° line crossing prophetic mouths also characterizes the 
Droeshout and Vermeer’s The Painter’s Art. This angle consistently conveyed intervening, 
royally divine blessing, inspiration, or benefaction in Renaissance craft. 
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The same wrist crossing technique appears in Michelangelo’s Doni Tondo, where the Virgin 
Mary’s protective hands and wrists parallel the 50° angled gaze between the blessing deity and 
the blessed earthly mother. 
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Vermeer’s The Painter’s Art and The Little Street further illustrate the primacy of the 50° angle. 
It is a central technique, perhaps from the artist’s wish to potentiate in the viewer a sense of 
Godly presence via artfully conveyed sacred geometry. For example, the 50° angles crossing 
under Clio’s prophetic lips and precisely gracing the humble work of the Little Street matron, 
symbolize higher powers assisting earthly spirituality. In the latter painting, another and parallel 

50° line touches the ghostly Archangel in the clouds. This reiterates the 
parable of Holiness above, humble virtue below. The positions of the other 
matrons accord with the left and right vertical golden proportion lines.  

In a discussion below, the Droeshout’s 50° angle crosses just at the meeting of the figure’s lips, 
signifying divine gifts regarding speech in the symbolized subject. That junction unites a set of 
seven devices within a one-inch 
circle, the Droeshout’s central 
identifying contrivance. 

(4) The 30° Angle 
 

The 30° angle acted as a cue to 
special or hidden knowledge 
and was evident in Renaissance 
art. In Aristotelian philosophy, 
Omne bonum trium, all good 
things in threes and Omne trium 
perfectum, whatever is in three 
is perfect or complete. Hilliard 
considered the 30° line in the 
upper right architecture the 
fitting device to focus upon 
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Elizabeth I in the Volta dance painting, artistically depicting her elevated power and purity. She 
hovers apart, above the company. Her purity is symbolized by the alignment with the marked 
vertical golden proportion line. The dog, representing unconditional loyalty, sits just below by 
that line. 

 
To the left is an earlier instance of the 30° angle, Da 
Vinci’s Lady with the Ermine, ca 1482  
 
In the Da Vinci the upward 30° angle aligns the ermine’s 
or ferret’s jaw with that of the noblewoman, uniting both 
spotless purity and potentially vicious power. Their eyes 
align exactly along the right vertical golden proportion 
line. Her protector was Ludovico Sforza, Duke of Milan, 
one of the ruthless powerful political figures in Italy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Hilliard’s Ermine Portrait of Elizabeth I, dated 1585, 
has the identical 30° angle passing through the Sword 
of State, along the ermine’s back and snout, and on to 
Elizabeth’s right eye, symbolizing in turn power, 
purity, and just majesty. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The Droeshout projects 30° angles past both temples, 
isolating the strange hair patches––which we find are 
animal-like optical illusions, a crow and black 
weasel. The lines start 2” up from the base line on the 
folio-sized portrait because the golden proportion of 
its 6-1/2” width is the Vere-related 4”. The 4” lateral 
golden proportion-determined length alluding to 
vier/Vere is halved and the 2” applied up the 
picture’s length in order to utilize the golden 
proportion, the 30° principle, and indirectly the 4” 
Vere name-cue in even this obscure detail of the 
imagery. The centerpieces of the device, a weasel as 
the figure’s left hank of hair and a crow as the right, 
will be discussed below. Though the 30° angles set 
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off the optical illusions as privileged or higher knowledge, the uninformed eye does not even see 
them. Historical––classical––context bestows new vision. 
 
                                                              (5) The Pentagram 
 

The Renaissance’s pentagram, e.g., the 
five-pointed star in the St. Sebastian, 
divides a line at a golden proportion 
intersection point between two extremes of 
the given line. The inherent geometry 
amplifies the painting’s harmony, visual 
integrity, and structured lines, making it an 
ideal artistic template. The Droeshout had 
another purpose for its pentagram––
augmenting de Vere’s heraldic arms, the 
five-pointed mollet––but it also relied on 
the golden proportion divisions to integrate 
the image’s structure.  
 
The Pollaiuolo brothers’ 1475 St. 
Sebastian, an early Renaissance work, 
shows several human figures aligned by 
the star structure, whose center is the long 
spare profile of the martyr. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Painter’s Art relies similarly on 
the pentagram as a structural 
template. (Gutruf & Stachel 201) 
The drape follows the pentagram’s 
peak-to-left-lower line. Other 
features line up with its geometry. 
The partially withdrawn drape 
uncovers privileged knowledge 
occurring within the studio: the 
prophecy of Clio, Muse of History, 
first of the nine Muses. The left edge 
of the hanging map follows the left 
vertical golden proportion line which 
also adjoins the Muse’s stately 
figure.  
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Like The Painter’s Art and the St. Sebastian, the Droeshout is dominated by a pentagram, whose 
dimensions are disguised by the black etching lines. The cover image was designed like a public 
portrait, somewhat similar to Thomas Overbury’s, having the same viewer’s angle and the 
subject’s expectant expression. The construction of the Vere pentagram will be discussed below. 
Here we note its inch measurements. Because the surface image is overpoweringly dominant, 

(shown here in the background) it 
hoodwinks us to accept that it is the 
only reality, not a disguise. Such is the 
nature of illusion. But simultaneously 
the pentagram’s whole-inch spacings 
(3”-4”-5”) repeat the Pythagorean 
Triangle numbers. The numerous 3” 
lengths also connote special knowledge. 
The 4” base of the peak triangle hints to 
vier/Vere. The 5” legs of the peak 
triangle allude to Vere’s divinely-gifted 
creativity after the example of the Horus 
myth, as well as to the gods’ inherently 
royal essence. (King LVI, Heath 373) 
The related Renaissance innovation, the 
50° angle, deepens the structural 
meaning with its benefactional 
associations. 

 

 

 

V  Introducing the Three Major Geometric Identification Formations in the Droeshout 

The 4” circle on the Droeshout has already been mentioned in connection with the subliminal 
halo effect. It was primarily part of a device made up of four circles. Compared to the two other 
main geometric devices, it is the most direct allusion to de Vere because of the Vere sound’s 
similarity to German four, vier, and because each circle resembles the letter O for Oxford, 
making a compressed name-to-title identification, 4-O’s, vier/Vere-(O)xford.  
 
The Vere lineage’s pentagram is the second geometric device, and the six-point ancient Vere 
heraldic formation the third. Both of these structure their formations on golden proportion-set 
cardinal points, from which inevitably the portrait had to suffer distortion. These cardinal points 
are visible on both the surface and star illustrations: the inside left eye, the figure’s two collar-
tips, the fifth of five dots on the left shoulder, the fourth buttons from the top and bottom of the 
doublet, the eyes, the center-point between the collar tips, and the center-crown of the head.  
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The Circles 

The Droeshout’s circle is a 
subliminal artistic device as in 
Rembrandt’s Risen Christ, 
Vermeer’s The Painter’s Art, 
and Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. But 
it differs in kind from 
Renaissance artistic convention, 
serving the count scheme to 
total the familiar naming 
signals. The 4” circles sum to 
three of the four O’s. The 
fourth circle, 3” in diameter, 
combines with the first three to 
total “4-O’s” or Vere-(O)xford. 
It is not coincidental that ‘four’, 
‘fourth’, and ‘forty’ occur very 
frequently in Shakespeare. Both 
Hamlet and Lear cry four O’s 
as a last mortal utterance.  
 
The first 4” circle circumscribes 
the face and hair. The second 
completes the shoulder ruff. 
The lower 4” circle centers at 
the fourth button down and 

crosses the lips, as do the 50° angle and the 3” circle. The 3” circle cues the classical Rule of 
Three, the Aristotelian artifact that came to mean privileged or higher knowledge. (Ross 359) 
The privileged knowledge here is that the 3” circle has its own replication of  “4-Os”. We can 
locate this smaller set of O’s by placing one compass point on the conspicuous dot between the 
second and third spears and then pass the other stylus across the eye. It will continue through the 
other nominal circles: the nostril, an embroidered moon-sphere on the collar, and the off-line 
button to total another four O’s. 
 
                                                          Circles and Fours 
 
To reiterate, the 4-O’s device translates to vier, cuing us to the author name Vere. Then the circle 
shape approximates alphabetic O, first initial of the title Oxford. There are four circles, three of 
them 4”; four sub-circles in the 3” circle; a 40° angle describing the nearby right collar-tip; the 
lower 4” circle centered at the fourth button down; the prominent “fore” head––all being 
devices which are identification cues. The ordinal ‘fourth’ in Dutch is vierde, a foreign language 
reversal of de Vere. It is reflected in the fourth button down from the collar serving as the center 
of the lower 4” circle and the fourth button up from the base serving as the meeting point of the 
two lower 50° triangle bases. The fourth button up is simultaneously the 47° apex of the star’s 
small pedestal, a further device alluding to the Earl of Oxford as explained below. 
 
In and of itself the circles device explodes the Stratfordian assumption that this is a portrait of 
Shakspere of Stratford. It unmasks Jonson’s introductory poem as sly ambiguity, i.e., that the 
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Picture is “his”, and the volume “his” Booke. This can be accurate only in the particular sense 
that “his” image, the picture on the title page, is a symbol system illustrating “his”––de Vere’s––
name, title, and arms. An embedded grammatical hint adds that the pronounal identification, 
“His”, in Latin eius, phonetically combines long E and oo’s, to present “ee’-oos” as the Latin 
possessive’s homonymic equivalent to de Vere’s initials in the possessive form, “EO’s”. The 
oversize isolated HIS on the 1608 Lear title-page is a like possessive-formed monogram cue. 
 

The Vere Pentagram or Star 
 

 
 
Now the Droeshout is more plainly a riddle. The various anomalies––the huge decapitated head, 
shrunken body, twisted mouth, asymmetrical collar, and incomprehensible hair––become 
elements of the contrivance, no longer inept or defective illustrations of a person. The head had 
to be 4” in length to communicate vier/Vere and to occupy a 4” circle. The body is in effect “No 
Body”, since human proportion was not the point. The unanatomical mouth serves as part of an 
identity device.  The asymmetrical collar spears tell the author’s name. The “hair” hanks on 
either side are optical illusions, a crow when viewed from the side and a weasel, both aligned by 
telltale 30° angles.  
 

 
For historical background, the customary Vere pentagram featured 35° points over 
a field of a square, by definition four-sided.  
 
 
 

 
 
The more ancient Vere star of six-points is centered among four 

peers’ arms. The six-point star design likely summed deux+vier. The image is small but is the 
only graphic readily available. 
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A caveat. In studying how these altered star constructions were drawn, there were three 
asymmetries to make them geometrically sound while also serving the picture’s other identifying 
purposes: the five dots on the left shoulder unmatched on the right; the four-sided gleam on the 
lip, which does not occur naturally; and the rectangular underpropper on the left collar but absent 
at the opposite side. ‘Underpropper’ is a tailor’s term to indicate the support tacked to an 
overlying piece of embroidery (Rollett 20).  
 

The Five-pointed Vere Star 
 
A precise five-pointed star exists within and about the portrait shape, using measurements 
between the cardinal points. The description follows. The dotted line at the inner left eye 
measures 3” to the figure’s left collar-tip. The inner eye is also the center of the upper 4” circle. 
An equivalent 3” line reaches laterally to the margin at the figure’s left, too exactly to be 
coincidental. Their intersecting 65° angle is also exact, joining three inter-connected clues. 
Duplicating that 65° angle down at the figure’s left collar-tip suggests a triangle shape with a 50° 
apex slightly off the frame, repeating the 50° cross-angle which touches the figure’s lips. 
 
Turning to the figure’s right eye, seen on our left, the eye-gleam to the right collar-tip is also 3”, 
plausibly projecting a like triangle on this side with the same 50° apex. As above, so below: the 
fourth (in Dutch vierde) button up from the lower margin is the nexus of the two lower 3” bases 
for the third and fourth triangles. The other ends of the two lower bases touch the right collar tip 
and fifth shoulder dot. The star thus contains four 65° isosceles triangles with four 50° apexes.  
 
The pentagram’s top or peak triangle however does not start from the collar-tips as do the upper 
triangles, but from the figure’s right collar-tip and the asymmetrical fifth dot on the left doublet’s 
shoulder, previously noted as an anomaly. The result is that the peak triangle’s two legs measure 
exactly 5” each. The length of the extended base is exactly 4”. The four triangle’s 3” bases, the 
peak triangle’s 4” base, and its 5” legs repeat the Pythagorean Triangle numbers alluding to the 
Egyptian/Greek Creation myth as described by Plutarch. To buttress the point, the peak angle is 
47°, adducing Euclid’s famous Theorem 47, the Pythagorean Triangle holding that 32 + 42 =52.  
 
Whoever designed this star construction was a genius of compression. The designer(s) had 
complete familiarity with the geometric influences underlying the Sonnets as well. The reader is 
referred to Sonnets 47 and 147, sublimations of the poet’s conflicts between Mind and Desire, 
Head and Heart, his psychic microcosm of the turmoil and issue of Creation itself. A Lover’s 
Complaint has forty-seven stanzas.  
 
The Euclidean reference “47” invokes the Egyptian/Pythagorean myth of the Creation function 
in man and universe, the angle being chosen to augment de Vere’s original star shape, 
specifically to allude to his (Horus/Five-related) divinely touched creative gift, guaranteeing 
through print a nearly equivalent immortal honor. In neither the Sonnets nor its attached 
narrative, nor in this star’s geometric formation, is the number “47” accidental or incidental. The 
altered Vere pentagram now combines the Renaissance use of the 50° angle to connote divine 
assistance with the 47° Creative Principle metaphor, while strongly adhering to the five-pointed 
shape of the Vere star.  
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Summary of Star Related Devices 
 
Reviewing the Vere pentagram’s probative clues, in the star shape there are exact 3”, 4”, and 5” 
measurements between cardinal points, four 65° isosceles triangles with four 50° apexes, a 47° 
peak and an equivalent 47° pedestal. The four 50° angles accompany and reinforce the 50° cross-
angle’s significance.  
 
In the lower sector of the star shape, the 47° pedestal legs align with two monograms in the 
lower lettering, EO and IO.  EO on (our) right pedestal triangle-leg denotes Earl of Oxford. At 
first there is no (left) counterpart, but the letters IO are Italian for fps “I”, pronounced in Italian 
E’O. They are on the left leg of the pedestal. Thus the pentagram is twice tied by the pedestal to 
the EO title; linked to the 47° creativity allusion; and to four star-tip reiterations of the divine 
assistance 50°/ crossing-line angle, directly alluding to the gift of speech since it transects the 
figure’s lips. Finally, referring back to the circle device, the same crossing 50° angle device 
precisely intersects the 3” and lower 4” circle devices’ own intersection at the figure’s lips, 
assembling two reinforcing devices: the circle device's arcs and the 50° angle.  

  
Two additional 4-O’s, i.e., Vier/Vere-(O)xford, devices are 
arranged respectively in the lower  and upper lettering, derived 
from the picture’s width, (6-1/2”). Thus the lower margin’s left 
golden proportion point is 4” measured from our right side of the 
frame. 4” from the right margin is the pedestal leg-lower-margin 
intersection, aligning 4” and O. ‘London’ needn't be all capitals 
but was to space this device. The 4” and O form a 4-O 
combination, resembling 40, 4”=Vere, O=(O)xford. A matching 
4”-O device is along the top horizontal margin. Measuring 4” from 
our left, the width’s golden proportion point is shown marked right 
under another O, in “Originall”. These devices are the two 
marginal complements of the major large-circle device, the four 
“O”s.  

 
Finally and critically for further discussion, it is important to understand the first “O” in 
LONDON combines with the golden proportion-derived 4” distance measured from the right to 
make a quasi-numerical abbreviation: vier/Vere-(O)xford device.  But the “I” in Iaggard and “O” 
in LONDON use the same circular orthography for the alphabetic use of O. Dual usages of IO, 
numerical and alphabetic, will reoccur at the nexus of the riddle, the figure’s lips. As 
corroboration of intent, both pedestal lines involved in the present device apex at the 
fourth/vierde /de Vere button, counting the buttons from the lower margin. 

 
The Six-Pointed Heraldic Star 

 
We now are able to read cues employing the symbolism of the 
various Renaissance techniques in the Droeshout. However 
there is no Renaissance precedent to the Droeshout’s heraldic 
star. It is stylized and forms from chosen golden proportion 
length and width measurements, as well as from the ancient 
heraldic six-star symbolism of the House of Vere. The six-
pointed star preceded the Vere pentagram. This long-shield 
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device immortalizes the Vere lineage, a legacy considered to both bestow upon and receive 
honor from their scion’s deeds.  
 
I am providing a detailed construction description here to indicate the profound calculating skills 
the designers must have had in order to produce an integrated, in their terms eternally true, 
testament. 
 
 To assemble the Vere heraldic star, they first drew a 40° line from the lower right corner of the 
frame (lightly marked here) in order to intersect with the lower horizontal golden proportion line. 
‘Forty’, 40/4O, by now has clear name relevance. The figure’s right collar-tip is a cardinal point 
arrived at by calculating the golden-proportion distance from the center intersection to the 
picture’s right margin, located at our left. The golden mean point of the distance’s two extremes 
determines the right collar tip point. The next step is to determine where the left collar tip point 
is. 
 
Copying the center-to-right-golden-proportion-point’s length onto the figure’s left side can be 
achieved with a ruler or compasses. The full line, right collar tip to center point to left collar tip, 
forms the necessary base for an equilateral triangle whose apex just touches the lower margin. It 
is tilted slightly so as to be able to stay in the frame and imply depth.  
 
The equilateral triangle is key to any heraldic shield construction. Using the (inverted) base of 
the triangle as a radius, the curves of the shield manifest, and perpendicular lines from the collar 
tip locations determine the sides of the Chief, i.e., the inner rectangle, and continue up as the 
ancient long-shield’s high sides that enclose the eventual six-point star. By heraldic convention, 
the Chief’s height, to the top of the inner rectangle, derives from measuring and making 
perpendicular a third of the triangle base’s width.  
 
The four outside points of the heraldic six-pointed star are located by crossing from collar tips to 
opposite eyes, stopping at the vertical shield sides. The two middle star points are located by 
extending a vertical line up and down the shield from the base's center point. The eyes’ location 
are determined by (on our left) the frame’s vertical golden proportion line, which passes through 
the figure’s right eye. One inch away from that point is the figure’s left eye. The eyes sit 
unevenly due to another golden proportion calculation, for what motive we do not know, perhaps 
depth illusion. One eye sits exactly along the upper lateral one-quarter division line. The other 
rests 2” down from the top margin’s width, 2” being one-half the top width’s golden proportion 
length, “4/vier”.What establishes this highly calculated scheme as a Vere allusion is that the 
center top of the inner rectangle, i.e., the heraldic Chief, meets with the four/vier-sided gleam on 
the figure’s lip, previously an arbitrary and illogical shape. Their contiguous arrangement, the 
heraldic Chief below the four-sided gleam, confirms the holders of that symbolic shield as 
vier/Vere’s lineage.  

The absent neck anomaly becomes clearer from a paragraph in a contemporary 17th century 
volume, also showing how important the shield’s Head or Chief is. As written in Guillim’s A 
Display of Heraldry and annotated in a later edition: 

‘Chef’, and so then ‘Chief ' or Chef Point, is not so called because it is Chief or most 
Excellent, as Guillim writes, but because it is the Head of the Shield, and, as he observes, 
this Point is fittest for such Emblems as argue Precedency or Wit. The Second he calls 
the Neck or Honour Point and thinks it fittest for all augmentations of Merit or Honour, 
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because a man generally wears the Badges of his Honour about his Neck as may be seen 
by the Knights of the Garter, who so wear the Collar of their Order on St. George’s Day. 
(Guillim Ch. II, p. 7) 

For our purposes, Precedency or Wit, i.e., Mind, at the Head of the Shield, is contiguous with the 
vier/four-sided gleam signaling Vere. The shield’s deep symbolism and the overlapping surface 
figure differ. The geometry device signals Vere. The post facto image etched as a surface screen 
is a concurrent but separate contrivance. That dubious image lacks a neck, implying the figure 
“that thou here seest put” had no honor in chivalric law. This grossly derogatory inference will 
be supported by three devices around the face, described in Section VI. 

A stunning allusion to de Vere lies measured but 
invisible in the ancestral star symbol’s upper 
structure. There is a second inverted equilateral 
triangle, identical to the lower––the one whose 
base had connected the collar tips. The apex of the 
upper inverted triangle is right at the lips’ 
vier/four-sided gleam. Its legs reach to the corners 
of the upper shield. The two triangles’ “V” shapes 
pictorially communicate a signal, 2-V. This means 
nothing in English. But in French, 2-V is 
expressed as “deux V”, an abbreviated “de V(ere)” 
identification. (The black diagonal lower line is 
the 40° initiating line to locate the center point on 
the lower golden proportion horizontal. Their 
junction is the center of the triangle base.)  A 
second “deux V” may be construed from the two 
vertical strips on the collar below the V-shaped 

illumination on the figure's face. 

The third “deux V” occurs in the lower lines of the title-page, whereon a “d” followed by a 
grammatically inappropriate comma is just below the “N”, itself oddly made up of a calligraphic 
“I” joined to an elaborate “V”. The upshot of these odd letter placements is that the “d (comma) 
V”, signaling “d(eux) V(ere)”, joins the two other devices to complete a triad of d(eux)-V’s that 
abbreviate de Vere and rule out random occurrence. The inappropriate COMMA after the lower-
case ‘d’ in “Iaggard” subtly alludes to Oxford’s Latin signature, Edwardus COMES Oxoniensis. 
The comma is the 22nd character of the line, playing upon 2+2=4. 

 

The deux-V/de-V signal has critical relevance to the double-V typographic anomalies in Venus 
and Adonis and Lucrece. The author placed three sets of capital double-Vs (VV) in the Lucrece 
dedication, (right), and eight lower-case sets in the Venus dedication. The use of three double-V 
repetitions in the Lucrece dedication instead of W’s, constituted an Aristotelian Rule of Three 
signal to the author’s surname, 2 (deux)-V(ere). Venus and Adonis’s double-v’s also alluded to 
deux-V/de V(ere), but compounded the point by multiplying deux by vier to equal eight vv 
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signals in the text.  Current scholarship, e.g., James Shapiro’s Contested Will (225-6, 317), 
ascribes the enigmatic typography in the dedicatory epistles to an issue of type in the print shops, 
thus inventing a trade supply hypothesis in lieu of the critic's primary purpose, to seek literature's 
internal logic and motive.  

Each poem's subtitle lines form a name clue. The 1593 Venus shows VV(riothesley) as the 
seventh letter after “Henrie”. But VV also sums to Roman numeral X/10, figuratively resembling 
IO, hinting IO=E'O; and the seventh letter plus the VV/10 cue equals 17, as in 17th Earl of 
Oxford. In Lucrece the device is simple counting.  “TO THE RIGHT” is ten characters, 
adverting to 10=IO=E'O. And in the third line, [VV]riothesley is the 17th character.  Finally, in 
both Venus and Lucrece the VV, followed by rio, make a name and title device. VVrio connotes 
Vr + io. Vr in English phonetics would be Vere and io equals E'O if using Italian pronunciation.  

       

While the heraldic shield is metaphoric and stylized––therefore not representational––it 
decisively identifies Vere as its subject by 1) incorporating the ancient six-point Vere star, 2)  
installing the identifying vier/ four-sided gleam at the top center of its Chief, and 3) integrating 
the three 2V/deux-V(ere) sub-devices, two geometric and the other orthographic. 
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The upper section of the long shield (long because from the era of aristocratic foot battle) 
duplicates a Renaissance art 
technique, the house-shaped 
structure which lends an 
image symmetry, strength, 
and integrity. The shield’s 
house shape, generated by 
traditional heraldic rules and  
somewhat realistic, also 
shared structural features of 
other Renaissance works, The 
Painter’s Art especially. 

This overlay on the Vermeer 
painting shows a house-shape 
identical to the Droeshout’s, 
composed of a square and 
triangle, to similarly provide 
an armature for aligning the 
devices and angles in the 
complex work.  

 

                                                       Eclipsing the Fake Face 

It is not immediately obvious as intentional but the six-point Vere heraldic device conceals the 
figure’s face. The Vere pentagram and the four-circles device do the same. The three devices if 
their dimensions were manifested above the later “portrait” will replace the fake front with 
unmistakable Vere symbols. 
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Optical Illusions in the Droeshout 
 

(1) The Ox 
 
The circles device follows a Renaissance convention, to align the circles as a unifying principle, 
shown above on the interlocked circles device with added center-to-center lines.  
 
Aligned circles occur in the Tintoretto Zeus and Hera, 1585, where the heavenly and earthly 

spheres are separate circular 
formations, with a midway circle 
about Hera, mediating between them 
in Life's mystery of birth.  
 
Within the Vere circles device above, 
the center-to-center lines make an X-
shape over the 3” circle, spelling the 
word “OX”. The upside down animal 
shown below, the ox skull and horns, 
has been traditionally associated with 
Oxford.  The pictorial ox refers to 
both the aristocrat’s title (Oxford) 
and the geometric orthography of 
OX.  
 
The upside down ox and horns 
device a moment before was but the 
figure’s upper lip.  
 

In this central area of the image the allusions seem to 
abound. For one thing, the ox’s muzzle contains a 
40° isosceles triangle at the margin of the nostril.  
 

 
 
Then the four-sided lip gleam is apparent just by the 
ox’s skull. The lower lip becomes suspect because 

one corner fades into the cheek instead of joining lip tissue at the corner of the mouth. This is 
because, with its vertical musculature, worm-gut bulge, and tiny eye at our left, it is an optical 
illusion––of a worm. Why the worm?—evidently because worm in French is ver, alluding to the 
name Vere and the region in France where the Vere  line originated.  
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The figure’s vertical groove under the nose is not 
anatomical. It is at a 40° angle. In sum, the upside 
down ox, its 40° triangle-muzzle, the 40° groove, the 
worm/ver-lip, and the vier/ four-sided gleam upon it 
are five devices referring to the Elizabethan 
nobleman.  

 
(2) The Golden Proportion’s  

Rectangular Information 
 

In crowding so much detail in this sector, the 
Droeshout observed the Renaissance convention of 
framing significant information within the 
intersecting vertical and horizontal golden 
proportion lines. The rectangle lies just where the 
eye instinctively falls. Man With a Turban, The Painter’s Art, and the Droeshout image 
demonstrate the convention’s currency in the Northern Renaissance. With Van Eyck’s work, the 
golden proportion focus emphasized his gaze. With Vermeer’s The Painter’s Art, it was the 
Muse of History Clio’s mute prophecy. It is not surprising then that a major message occurs at 
the Droeshout’s intersections of vertical and horizontal golden proportion lines.  
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A closer look at the collection of five 
devices shows that they all fit within a  
circle, one-inch in diameter, on the 
original engraving, a circle whose 
lower perimeter may be discerned 
skirting the curved under-lip hair and 
whose upper perimeter touches the 
nostril’s 40° triangle. 
  
The five encircled devices do not 
complete the full set. The 3” and lower 
4” circles device intersect at the closed 
lips with the crossing 50° angle device. 
Thus, there are a total of seven Vere-
related devices assembled in a one-
inch circle. We have not included the 
one-inch circle itself. 
 
From previous study of the first O in 
LONDON, we know the circular shape 
suggested number,  in the 
4O=vier/Vere/ Oxford allusion, or 
alphabetical O as in the EO initials 

along the left leg of the 47° pedestal. Thus the manifested one (1)-inch circle-(O), as seen on the 
picture above, presents to the eye both a squarish font-shape, the numeral 10 and simultaneously 
the capitalized Italian word for English “I”, IO, pronounced E’O, the Earl of Oxford monogram. 
The encircled “7” devices and the numerical “10” equal 17. With its dual orthography as IO, 
sounding as E’O, the compressed numerical and alphabetic devices combine to connote “17 
EO”.  
 
The compound metaphor at the figure’s closed lips says ‘17th Earl of Oxford’, for 400 years a 
muted, invisible declamation.  
 
But again, according to the Aristotelian Rule of Three, there must be two other instances of ‘17’ 
somewhere on the engraving. This would confute the charge of random, solitary incidence, 
which if factual would null the device’s credibility. 
 
The second instance of ’17’ on the Droeshout begins with the reverse ‘7’ formed on the doublet. 
1) The right side’s slightly angled short embroidery at the collar bone, and 2) the right side’s 
long embroidery line on the same panel 3) meet together to make a reverse skewed ‘7’, which 
adjoins a long embroidery line, completing the backward ‘17’ shape. A mirror helps to visualize 
its reVERse image of 17. (See the next page for the illustration.) 
 
Tangentially, the reflecting ‘mirror’ or as they called it the ‘glass’ also had Vere-associated 
allusions. The French word glas means knell or ring, which is circular (O) if meaning shape. 
Playing on that meaning of “ring”, a physical ring resembles the O in Oxford. Mirror in French is 
verre, resembling the surname Vere. The designers seemed determined to profusely adduce 
layers of meaning into the pictorial monument to their subject. 
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The third instance of “17” starts with the one inch distance between the figure’s pupils, the right 
pupil bisected by the vertical golden proportion line running down the figure’s right side. If 
manifested, i.e., drawn in, a vertical line seven inches long intersects that horizontal line between 
the eyes creating a classic cross. A cross 1” wide by 7” long forms the “17” sub-device. The 7” 
line is not arbitrary. It is seven inches from the top of the crown to the fourth button from the 
lower margin of the engraving. Fourth in Dutch is vierde, the reverse anagram of de Vere, and 
the cross's vertical line passes precisely by the four-sided gleam on the figure’s lip. 
 

 
 
The one to seven ratio of the cross is more deeply significant because that was the breadth to 
length ratio of a Doric pillar. To the Elizabethans, the pillar represented a monument. (Fowler 
191) The 1”-7” monumental cross for the 17th Earl of Oxford stands before our eyes. We receive 
some idea of the rich symbolic context of a vanished age when we realize this imagery was to the 
designers an immortal architecture: Thou art a Moniment, [17 characters and note Jonson's pun is 
from the Latin equivalent, monEO+mentum] without a tombe. With such invested, layered 
meaning we may term it a talisman, immortally preserved in repeatable type and imagery. 
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There are three pertinent exceptions. These are the triad of devices condemning Shakspere of 
Stratford. First, we will complete the portrait’s optical illusions and then discuss the excoriation 
of the Stratfordian. 
 

(3) The Long Crease––V-ear 
 

Accessing the Renaissance bent for 
optical illusions becomes easier 
once we know the makers’ intent. 
The first example discussed in the 
preface, the crease along the 
figure’s left jaw, established the 
ulterior nature of the imagery. 
Previously the crease had been 
rationalized as a flap masking an 
unidentified face hiding behind, but 
that notion invites empty 
speculation, since there is no face 
behind a two dimensional surface. 
The solution, assisted by knowledge 
of the Elizabethan context, is far 
simpler. The crease is just a long 

narrow curving V that ends at the ear, making the sound-picture, V-ear, or Vear, homonymic of 
Vere. 
 

(4) The EO Initials 
 

Above the V-ear are four spears or barbs. These have been explained already as part of the 2-4, 
deux-vier device, using foreign language translation of the relative spear-counts to communicate 
the de Vere name. However there is a visual contradiction in the image, in that no corresponding 
underpropper appears on the right (our left) side of the wire ruff or collar. The left rectangle had 
been an unexplained, almost unseen, anomaly. The asymmetry between the fields of the collar 
constitutes a clue to its meaning. An additional clue is that, according to Schoenbaum, the 
engraving’s first impression was sent back for further shading. (Schoenbaum 258)  
 
The objectionable spot was the top spear on the figure’s left collar. Evidently it had served well 
enough as part of the deux-vier spears device but did not help another one, the overlapped EO 
(Earl of Oxford) formation also intended. Apparently, when he received the engraving back for 
correction, Droeshout shaded over the top spear without obliterating it to make the three lower 
spears brighter as a unit. The three lower spears then formed an E shape over the block-shaped O 
of the underpropper.  (See p. 41 for illustration.) 
 
The rectangular O-shape presents a problem to our standardized lettering conventions. An ‘O’ is 
not usually drawn as rectangular without a blank circular center. The center point of this 
rectangular ‘O’, i.e., the miniscule ‘round’ dot, is to our thinking just a random mark or period. It 
simultaneously serves as the center point of the 3”circle. But the roundness of the dot technically 
permitted them to conclude the device qualified as an O with a minimalist center circle. It does 
center the rectangle. The resulting overlapped letters E and O allude to the initials (E)arl of 
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(O)xford. Once we realize the identifying intent behind the design, the monogram becomes 
visible and valid. 

(5)  Ear as Both Nose and Hind Leg 
 

It is informative to look again at 
the ear. It is not an ear after all, 
having no ear anatomy, but is an 
optical illusion. Adding in the 
barely outlined fore-head, the 
‘ear’ becomes an interloper’s 
nose pointing to the chasm of the 
narrow V-ear crease. The white 
of his eye is a white dot in the 
black rectangle amidst the hair. 
(See enlargement, p. 4) 
 
Why the arbitrary eye / ear / nose 
combination? In Speculum 
Tuscanismi, #36, Gabriel Harvey 
wrote of Oxford: 
 

 Eyed like to Argus, 
eared like to Midas, nos'd 
like to Naso, [italics 
added] 

 
Midas was the legendary figure 
known for hearing pleas and 
dispensing largess as was Oxford 
in his time. Naso (nose) was the surname for Ovid, the Augustan poet to whom Harvey 
compared Oxford. In successive phrases Harvey had provided the basis for the eventual 
Droeshout ear/nose visual device. The eye hidden in the hair corresponds to his first reference. 

“Eyed like to Argus” in Greek mythology referred to the 
eagle-eyed gaze of Argus the Watchman over the maiden Io–
–an ironically coincidental letter combination encountered 
previously as Italian fps “IO”, pronounced E'O. Only a 
scholarly mind like Jonson’s would know such obscure but 
skillfully identifying allusions. Thomas Churchyard, one of 
Lord Oxford’s University Wits, wrote another possible source 
for the allusion––“A poet is no common man: He looks with 
Argoes eies.” (Hotson 64) 
 

(6) Two-Four Equals De Vere 
 
The comparative number and placement of spears, two on our 
left and four on our right, were introduced in the preface. At 
this point, we are familiar with the language trick that ‘two’ 
and ‘four’ phonetically sound in French and German as 
“deux-vier”. 
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(7) Remaining deux-vier Instances 

 
To add in the two other deux-vier devices on the title-page, the face’s 2” by 4” width to length 
and the LONDON line and next-line’s respective dimensions, 2” by 4”, lead metaphorically to 
“deux-vier”, de Vere, totally three related cues to “de Vere” on the title page.  
 

(8) The O Lump and the V Light-patch 
 

The ubiquitous Oxfordian imagery in the Droeshout may 
be illustrated by two irregularities on the face. The round 
FORE-head’s hydrocephalic lump is plain as an O signal. 
The light-patch on the face is less explicit, a triangle or V 
shape, hinted at by a straight line over the brows and 
unrealistic light patterns skirting the cheeks. Together the 
crude pictorial signs communicate Vere, Earl of Oxford. 
Golden proportion calculations determine their locations. 
The devices are not placed randomly. The lower edge of 
the O lump is the golden proportion point of the distance 
from the 40° triangle in the nostril to the top of the head. 
The horizontal upper line of the V of light lies at the 
upper golden proportion level between the chin and 
crown extremes.  
 
There appears to be no line in the work that does not rely 

directly or indirectly upon the golden proportion. 
 
The remaining two O-V devices are formed by the figure’s right panel triangular (V) shape 
which if extended reaches and encloses the O in LONDON; and by the circular (O) left shoulder 
ruff which has a small V from the collar tip overlapping the left panel. 
 

(9) The Boar as Vere Totem Animal 
 

Additional animal optical illusions inhabit the face. 
With the portrait turned on its side, a wen on the 
temple becomes the Vere totem animal, the boar. Wen 
in Latin is verruca, in French, verrue. Boar in Latin is 
verres, all allusions close to Vere. The boar is 
prominent in the family heraldic tradition. The 
Droeshout boar is contiguous to the bent leg of the 
weasel. The white snout aims down toward the V-ear 
device. The tilted angle of the illustration gives a good 
perspective upon the observing figure’s nose and 
overhanging hair.  
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(10) The Weasel 
 

 
(enhanced weasel figure) 

 
The Ermine Portrait of Queen Elizabeth I and The Lady With an Ermine had shown 
noblewomen holding white ermines as a sign of purity, artistically accompanied by the telltale 
30° angles. But the Droeshout weasel is black to make a point. It co-opts the Ermine Portrait’s 
telltale 30° angle but conveys just the opposite meaning of white purity: foul vicious treachery. 
The weasel eye is the bump on the pelt below the snout. The fore- and hind legs bring clarity to 
the formerly confusing shadows along the figure’s left temple.  
 
Contrasted to the ermine, the weasel was considered a lowly predator. It leaps and dances in a 
disarming ploy, then attacks its prey at the neck or skull with enormously powerful jaws. It has 
the sinister ability to rise upright and pivot its head at right angles to its spine like a serpent. 
(C.M. King 4) The serpent is traditionally associated with evil. These characteristics, combined 
with a scavenger crow and upside down shield, communicated a condemnation for a particular 
individual. 
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(11) The Crow or Raven and Inverted Shield 
 

 
(enhanced crow figure) 

 
Since the devices occur in threes, the hair patch opposite the weasel must contain a comparable 
metaphor. It is the barely outlined upper and lower beak, triangular tongue, and hollowed eye-
socket of a crow or raven, known to scavenge and prey on the dead. The third device of the triad 
is the upside down shield, previously considered the collar. Sideways, it is more visible as a 
shield. An inverted shield indicated defeat. It shamed the owner (Busby 94). In the worst case it 
implied the owner had no honor to begin with. 
 
The shaming shield applied directly to Shakspere, whom Jonson had satirized elsewhere by 
heraldic means. He made Sogliardo the butt in Every Man Out of His Humor (1600). There 
Sogliardo’s motto “Not Without Mustard” lampooned Shakspere’s dubious “Not Without 
Right”. Jonson’s illustration (Act III.1) of Sogliardo’s arms featured a decapitated rampant boar. 
The decapitated Droeshout effigy seems a near image. The name ‘Sogliardo’ is an anagram of 
‘O’s Liar Dog’.  
 
Whatever this freighted metaphor system may indicate about prior history between the predatory 
opportunist and the secretive aristocrat-artist is beyond the scope of the essay. But I believe 
Jonson’s “On Poet-Ape” is pivotal documentation in such a discussion. The poem was published 
after Shakspere’s death in 1616 as the 56th Epigram in Jonson’s Workes, a volume dedicated to 
the Earl of Pembroke, later the recipient with his brother Philip of the First Folio dedication. 
Philip married Oxford’s youngest daughter Susan. The epigram condemned the “poet-ape”––the 
pretender––as a thief and parvenu. It excoriated him “who would be thought our chief.” Head 
and chief are interchangeable terms for ‘leader’. The heraldry discussion shows the highest point, 
termed Precedency and Wit, i.e., Mind, was at the top of the shield’s Chief––placed strategically 
just below the four-sided vier/Vere lip device. But the pretender was slyly bruited––and through 
a number of generations has so remained––as the counterfeit 'Chief'. 
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(12) Optical Illusions by Vermeer and Da Vinci 
 

The Droeshout contained several optical illusions. Optical illusions can be successfully 
disparaged and reduced to mere personal interpretation and by such rhetorical means dismissed 
as failed evidence. They are termed 'subjective' or 'pareidolia', pejoratives in pseudo-scientific 
argot. But Renaissance artists frequently utilized optical illusions. The Painter’s Art below 
provides an excellent example. The Droeshout designers did much the same with the same intent, 
to capitalize upon the viewer’s conviction that visual perception is a reliable key to reality.  
 
To post facto deny an artist’s intent to construct optical illusions may be uncomplicated 
neurological self-defense. Under the influence of confirmation bias, the physical eye is not 
disposed to see what the central nervous system is not prepared to believe. (Barber 90) Upton 
Sinclair suggested a self-interested motive: “It is difficult to get a man to understand something, 
when his salary depends on his not understanding it” (Sinclair 109). 

 
Clio’s lower gown bears the black 
shadow of a kitten or cat, perhaps 
sitting on the high window sill. 
Vermeer had eleven children. It 
may have tickled his humor to add 
these touches. 

 

A A sumptuous drape somehow 
folded into an Algonquin birch 
bark canoe shape. The Dutch 
traded with the Algonquin from 
the early 1600s. Vermeer’s 
painting dates at about 1670. 
 

In the same painting, someone’s skull and neck poises in the map of the Low Countries. The eye 
sockets, nose, mouth, jaw, ear, and flattened hair combine into a discernible image. 
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By turning the Mona Lisa on its side, optical illusions immediately appear. On a good-sized 
replica, the eye can detect beside the noblewoman’s right shoulder is a green-headed, wide-
mouthed, fantastical ape. Next to it is a broad-nosed, one-eyed figure, mouth opened and 
showing one sharp lower tooth.  
 
Da Vinci explicitly recorded his method to transform incidental points on a fresco wall into 
fanciful pictorial form (John & Read 173). This differs from pareidolia (seeing shapes within 
random data) in that it was both intended and manifested. Conversely, the hidden Droeshout 
geometry is screened over rather than explicit. The optical illusions were also intentional, and the 
geometric forms 
emerging only by 
measuring and plotting 
between cardinal points 
doubling as landmarks of 
the disguising 
illustration. 
 
Optical illusions 
performed two functions 
other than perceptual 
play: a way for the artist 
to enjoyably fill in the 
background of portraits; 
and a means to redirect 
the viewer to or else 
divert him from the central image. The Droeshout, being necessarily devoid of portrait qualities, 
artfully distracted the viewer from further portrait study. This suited the plan of the designers. 
The ruse could proceed without stirring active suspicion. Active, wholesome suspicion has been 
an impulse notably missing in Shakespeare studies for centuries. 

 
  Summary 

 
These remarks far from exhaust the number of devices on the Droeshout portrait. There are a 
total of fifty, perhaps to dovetail with the 'Five' theme of Pythagoras and Egyptian Creation lore 
which found its way into Renaissance art and royal ceremonial etiquette. By 1623, the 50° angle 
in Renaissance art had long since taken on the significance of heavenly assistance and 
benefaction, an allusion reflected in the five-pointed Vere star with 50° points and a crossing 50° 
corner-to-corner feature. 
 
The three major geometric constructions remain superlative inventions within the Droeshout 
contrivance, each having intricate relevance to the de Vere identity. They cannot be discerned by 
casual sight yet may be discovered with the simple tools of measurement: the ruler, compass, 
golden proportion calipers, and protractor, the designers’ means of construction. 
 
We can only guess who was so familiar with geometry so as to imbue specific and deep classical 
meanings by way of applying the devices. Their ultimate purpose was not directly 
commemorative, aesthetic, or religious, but rather to put together an indelible, permanent, 
protective talisman, a symbolic Shield reminiscent of Achilles’s, immortalizing the ill-fated 
person who though writing the ensuing works received no honor. The devices permanently 
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recorded his name, title, and ancestry as powerfully as late medieval guile and learning could 
muster. 
 
Despite lacking aesthetic value, the Droeshout remains unique among the imagery of the time. It 
is revolutionary in the historical sense, the era’s only ‘portrait’ that took on prodigious historical 
and cultural consequence. It helped bamboozle centuries of readers in line with a narrative that 
glossed a highly placed political plan into a fictitious untraceable countryman fable.  
 
In the heat of actual time, the creators evidently pitted their classical and mathematical 
knowledge against the realpolitik of Cecilian and Jacobean statecraft, confident that Truth would 
outlast Power. The history of vanished nations had proven so.  

 
  Afterword 

 
We have found in the Droeshout that three major metaphor systems refer to Edward de Vere by 
surname and title, by arms, lineage, and philosophic purpose, i.e., creativity and wit/Mind, with 
frequent cues and verbal twists in support of that objective.  
 
Although the First Folio’s insinuation was Shakspere as author, the faux-portrait conveys the 
opposite, leaving the designation “Shakespeare” as an epithet only and unequivocally 
distinguishing Shakspere from the writing. A triad of devices symbolized him as the weasel, 
crow, and upside down shield. These metaphoric variants imply by association a ruthless 
predator who attacks the skull (containing the mind) of its prey; a crow known to scavenge the 
dead; and a neck-less pretender undeserving of chivalric honor. 
 
Thus there is no reasonable doubt the Droeshout contrivance system meant to affirm de Vere and 
deny Shakspere as the Author. On the other hand, the Droeshout cannot rise to the level of direct 
evidence for de Vere’s authorship. It is corroborative testimony, the work of other persons, and is 
direct evidence only of those designers’ intent to preserve the Vere name and Oxford title at the 
beginning of works attributed to “Shakespeare”. This testimony is a highly significant 
historiographic watershed. The First Folio title page, newly understood, invalidates all claims 
that rely on it as confirming evidence for the Stratford authorship. Its copious references to de 
Vere empirically attach his identity to the work. Even the front matter’s number of pages 
preceding The Tempest––seventeen––infers the lineage of the 17th Earl of Oxford. 
 
Moreover, the same investigatory formulae used here apply to all other First Folio entries. 
(http://www.wjray.net/shakespeare_papers/wells.htm, and 
http://www.wjray.net/shakespeare_papers/droeshout_portrait.htm) The Jonson introductory 
poem, the character-counts of the title-page and of the epistle dedicatory to the Herberts, the 
dubious tributes, the actor-servant list––are each and all subject to inquiry as ulterior. They 
contain the same pronounal, foreign language cues, number reference, metaphoric typography, 
and alluding devices.  
 
In many ways, the Shakespeare/Oxford saga offers present culture an ironic lesson. The post-
medieval circumstances which fostered the birth of printed literature simultaneously created the 
means for the indomitable human spirit to counter ancient repressive tactics, including the 
tyrannical official policy to fracture art from artist and thus save face for the regime.  
The saga endures as a parable of human folly, a failing to both cultures and individuals. The 
ancient Latin saying is Loquendum cum vulgo, sentiendum cum sapientibus; & si mundus vult 

http://www.wjray.net/shakespeare_papers/wells.htm
http://www.wjray.net/shakespeare_papers/droeshout_portrait.htm
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decipi, decipiatur: Speak with the vulgar, think with the wise, and if the world wants to be 
deceived, let it. A fictitious presentation four hundred years ago evolved into secular pieties and 
educational delusion. But Abraham saw that clay pots and idols break on their own after a time. 
More recently Lord Alfred North Whitehead wrote, “Error is the price we pay for progress.” 

WJ Ray 
Willits, California 
October 2015-March 2016 
 
                                                                     If anyone ever produced a single bit of genuine evidence 
                                                                     to disprove Shakespeare’s authorship or to establish another,  
                                                                     every Elizabethan scholar in the land would assist in testing the evidence. 
                                                                                                           ––Dr. Louis B. Wright, Director 
                                                                                                               The Folger Shakespeare Library (1960) 

 

Author’s Acknowledgment 
 
The Vere pentagram and six-point heraldry stars were discerned through following the example 
of the Great Pyramid scholar Anton Winsor Lignell. He is better known perhaps as the world’s 
outstanding harpsichord-maker and rocking-horse sculptor. His decades of study locating the 
golden proportion ratio in the design of the pyramids led to rare skill intuiting and calculating the 
golden proportion on the Droeshout. The geometric formations embedded there are all based on 
golden proportion ratios, a remnant of Sacred Geometry now lost, displaced by modern physics. 
It was through my education measuring these ratios that I located the Vere Pentagram and the 
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